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Deficit Spending and Belt 
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...this is easily the most 
severe recession the U.S. has 
experienced since the Great 
Depression. 
...as macroeconomic students 
know, the tax multiplier is 
smaller than the government 
spending multiplier.
Staying Informed about CSUSB Department of 







. Our Facebook Page-.http://www.facebook.com/pages/CSUSB-Department-of-Economics/109500729082841
. Chair of the Economics Department.–.mtoruno@csusb.edu




































































































































...it’s exactly the opposite of 
what the government should be 
doing at this time.
...it’s important to remember 
that in the current recession 
interest rates are at a historic 
low
...government borrowing will 
take up the slack left by the 
decline in private borrowing.
4#. .SEC. TITLE. . . HOURS. .. DAYS. INSTRUCTOR
200. 02. PRIN.MICROECON. 0400-0550. PM. MW. PEREZ-MARES
372. 01. BUSINESS.CYCLES. 0400-0550. PM. MW. HARRIS
202. 02. PRIN.MACROECON. 0600-0750. PM. MW. JORGENSEN
200. 01. PRIN.MICROECON. 0920-1030. AM. MWF. HARRIS
202. 01. PRIN.MACROECON. 1040-1150. AM. MWF. HARRIS
200. 03. PRIN.MICROECON. 1000-1150. AM. TR. PEREZ-MARES
202. 03. PRIN.MACROECON. 1000-1150. AM. TR. NILSSON
450. 01. GLOBAL.ECONOMY. 1000-1150. AM. TR. ASHEGHIAN
200. 04. PRIN.MICROECON. 0200-0350. PM. TR. ASHEGHIAN
202. 04. PRIN.MACROECON. 0200-0350. PM. TR. PIERCE
490. 01. ECONOMETRICS. 0200-0350. PM. TR. KONYAR
500. 01. HIST.ECON.IDEAS. 0400-0550. PM. TR. TORUNO
410. 01. MONEY.&.BANKING. 0600-0750. PM. TR. PIERCE
200. 05. PRIN.MICROECON. 0600-0750. PM. TR. KONYAR
360. 01. ENVIRO.ECON. 0800-0750. PM. TR. DULGEROFF
311. 01. ECON.K-8. . 1200-0150. PM. TR. CHARKINS
445. 01. POLITICAL.ECON. 1200-0150. PM. TR. NILSSON
Tentative Spring 2011 Schedule of Classes















Tentative 2011-2012 Schedule of Classes
Econ 390: Origins of Political Economy
In.Winter 2011.the.Economics.Department.will.be.teaching.a.special.topics.course:.Economics.390,.Origins.of.Political.
Economy..This.course.will.consider.in.detail.the.economic.and.social.theories.of.Karl.Marx.and.the.intellectual,.political,.
and.economic.environment.that.caused.these.theories.to.appear.
In.the.future,.the.material.appearing.in.this.special.topics.course.will.be.taught..in.a.new.course,.Economics.443.(Ori-
gins.of.Political.Economy)..The.already-existing.Economics.445.(Political.Economy).will.be.transformed.to.focus.on.20th.
and.21st.century.developments.in.Marxian.economic.and.social.theory..
